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A Practitioner’s Observations On Some Innovative Ideas For Pension Plan Investment 
Doug Andrews 
 
Many defined benefit plans are in deficit. Proponents of financial economics would not be 
surprised. They would note that the investment policies of many plans, which involved extreme 
mismatches of assets and liabilities, were likely to lead to funding deficiencies at some point in 
time. Where should investment policy go from here? This paper examines a number of possible 
approaches and identifies practical limitations in their implementation, including: 
 
• Securitizing the unfunded liability, full-funding of accrued liabilities, and investing in 
suitably matching investments as proposed by Jeremy Gold in “Never Again” 
• Using dynamic asset allocation techniques with fixed income securities 
• Continuing to invest with a mismatch strategy but hedging the risk using Margrabe options 
• Continuing to invest with a mismatch strategy but incorporating more flexibility into the 
pension deal in order to share more risk with plan participants 
 
Keywords: asset-liability mismatch, dynamic asset allocation, financial economics, hybrid defined, 
benefit pension plan, Margrabe options securitization  
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Optimal hedging of liability risk 
Stuart Jarvis 
 
This paper discusses investment and risk management strategies for pension funds. Using a simple 
mean-variance framework for understanding the risks and returns of alternative investment 
strategies, it is argued that the optimal strategy involves a full hedge of liability risks combined with 
a mix of optimal alpha and beta portfolios. Although the mix is determined by the plan’s risk 
budget and/or return requirements, the alpha and beta portfolios are, in theory, independent of the 
plan. We show how the increased use of swaps by pension plans around the globe is enabling these 
strategies to be practically obtained in a cost-effective manner. 
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Current Situation of Pension ALMs in Japanese Corporate Pension Plans 
Tadashi Nakada 
 
Pension ALMs, which were introduced to Japanese corporate pension plans management in early 
1990s, have become one of the most important tools for corporate pension plans management, 
particularly for setting up the investment strategies in Japan. The current situation of pension ALMs 
in Japan, including their methods and popularity, is reported on the basis of statistical data 
available. The discussion on the possibility and usefulness of LDI will be also discussed. 
 
Keywords: pension ALMs, investment strategies, LDI 
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A stochastic model for assets and liabilities of a pension institution 
Teemu Pennanen 
 
This paper develops a stochastic model for a pension institution that faces uncertainties both in 
investment returns and liabilities. The model is driven by a moderate number of risk factors that are 
modeled by a time series model incorporating statistical information with user specified expected 
growth rates and long term equilibria. 
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The asset and liability management policy of a debt management agency for the French Social 
Security debt, CADES 
Eric Ralamiadana 
 
The methodology assessed by CADES to monitor Social Security debt refinancing is rooted upon 
our Asset and Liability Management policy. The economy is regulated by three factors, the 
dynamics of which drive both negotiable debt instruments classes and our unique asset, a tax levied 
on overall revenues named CRDS. 
 
Risk is defined as the probability of failing to reach a target, expressed as the amortizing capacity, 
while risk aversion is linked to the convexity of the relationship between performance and 
redemption horizon. 
 
We implement the dynamics of our balance sheet components and exhibit the optimal portfolios set 
under a predefined rebalancing rule. We find that the set of optimal strategies will be a subset of the 
efficient frontier, conditional on the chosen risk threshold. 
 
Keywords : refinancing, amortizing capacity, redemption horizon, optimal strategies, efficient 
frontier, risk threshold. 
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The New Equity Linked Buffer in the Finnish Occupational Pension System 
Antero Ranne 
 
At the beginning of 2007 a new equity linked buffer was created as a part of the liabilities of the Finnish 
statutory occupational pension system. The purpose was to transfer part of the market risk of the equity 
investments from individual pension institutions to the pension system as a whole. As a consequence, 
the pension institutions are able to increase the proportion of equity investments in their portfolios. In 
the long run, the higher average investment yields are expected to result in a pension premium level that 
is about 2 percentage points lower than in the former forecasts. This paper describes the new mechanism 
of the equity linked buffer and gives some results of its effects calculated by both deterministic forecast 
models and simulation methods. 
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Corporate Pension Plans and the Stress Testing in Personal Finance 
Ken Sugita 
 
In this paper, corporate pension plans are considered from the viewpoint of balance sheets of 
individual members, instead of balance sheets of sponsoring companies as usually discussed. Stress 
testing, usually used as an ERM tool, is illustrated to be useful in considering personal lifetime 
balance sheets, because it shows clearly the consequence of company stock holdings and funding 
deficits upon participants of private pension plans.  
 
Keyword: corporate pension, personal finance, stress testing, ERM 
 
 


